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ABSTRACT

Leveraging 3D semantics for direct 3D reconstruction has
a great potential yet unleashed. For instance, by assuming
that walls are vertical, and a floor is planar and horizontal, we
can correct distorted room shapes and eliminate local artifacts
such as holes, pits, and hills. In this paper, we propose FAWN,
a modification of truncated signed distance function (TSDF)
reconstruction methods, which considers scene structure by
detecting walls and floor in a scene, and penalizing the cor-
responding surface normals for deviating from the horizontal
and vertical directions. Implemented as a 3D sparse convolu-
tional module, FAWN can be incorporated into any trainable
pipeline that predicts TSDF. Since FAWN requires 3D seman-
tics only for training, no additional limitations on further use
are imposed. We demonstrate, that FAWN-modified meth-
ods use semantics more effectively, than existing semantic-
based approaches. Besides, we apply our modification to
state-of-the-art TSDF reconstruction methods, and demon-
strate a quality gain in SCANNET, ICL-NUIM, TUM RGB-
D, and 7SCENES benchmarks.

Index Terms— 3D reconstruction, TSDF

1. INTRODUCTION

3D reconstruction is a core problem in computer vision, fa-
cilitating applications such as robotics and AR/VR. These us-
age scenarios require fine-detailed, plausible, and dense re-
constructions. Quality scans can be acquired with a precise,
high-end capturing platforms. For consumer devices such as
smartphones or robot vacuum cleaners, obtaining such re-
constructions still remains a challenge due to imperfection
of input data: incompleteness of observations in the form of
occlusions and unobserved regions, between-frame inconsis-
tency, and inevitable camera pose errors. Accordingly, re-
construction artifacts might appear, such as holes in occluded
and unobserved regions or non-planar walls and floor either
malformed or covered with pits and hills. While not being
dramatic, such artifacts still impose limitations, e.g., for path
planning for robots where room boundaries should be esti-
mated precisely. Dense 3D reconstruction from RGB images
traditionally implies estimating depth maps for RGB images

Ground truth scan VoRTX[1] VoRTX+FAWN

Fig. 1: 3D reconstructions by state-of-the-art VoRTX [1] and
VoRTX+FAWN. FAWN modification improves reconstruc-
tion of planar regions and fills the holes even in the areas not
covered by ground truth.

and fusing them, which is another potential source of errors.
Recent 3D reconstruction methods try minimizing the unde-
sired effect with the direct prediction of TSDF. Such meth-
ods extract image features using a 2D CNN, backproject them
into a 3D space, aggregate them, and predict the final TSDF
volume using a 3D CNN. Being an efficient way to consider
all input images jointly, using TSDF does not resolve the is-
sues with global scene structure and planar surfaces. Fortu-
nately, 3D semantics provides valuable clues about the scene
structure, which we formulate as a FAWN assumption: in a
vast majority of indoor spaces, walls are vertical, and a floor
is horizontal (Fig. 2). This basic, non-restrictive knowledge
about indoor scene geometry might be leveraged in the recon-
struction process. In this paper, we propose FAWN, a modifi-
cation of direct reconstruction methods, which operates under
a FAWN assumption. We find walls and a floor in a scene and
constrain them, penalizing wall normals for having a non-zero
vertical component, and floor normals – for deviation from
the vertical direction.

Our main contributions are as follows:

• We present FAWN, a modification of 3D scene recon-
struction methods, which includes a novel trainable
module and an associated training procedure guided
with normal-semantic losses. FAWN can be added to
an arbitrary trainable pipeline that outputs TSDF, and
trained end-to-end on semantically annotated 3D data;

• We apply FAWN to several state-of-the-art reconstruc-
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tion approaches and demonstrate a performance gain
over the state-of-the-art on multiple datasets.

• We discuss the standard evaluation protocol, and pro-
pose extending it with a novel coverage score measur-
ing the completeness of a reconstructed scan: such a
fundamental feature has not been explored previously
and hence is not represented in existing quality metrics.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1. TSDF Prediction

TSDF is an efficient way to consider all images of a scene
jointly, so 3D scene reconstruction can be solved by predict-
ing TSDF volume. The progress of TSDF reconstruction
approaches is mainly associated with elaborate feature ag-
gregation strategies. The first end-to-end 3D reconstruction
approach, Atlas [2], back-projects features into a voxel vol-
ume, fuses features within each voxel by simple averaging,
and finally predicts a TSDF volume with a 3D CNN. Neu-
ralRecon [3] runs a hierarchical fusion strategy on sequential
frames, averaging features of nearby views and fusing across
clusters with an RNN network. VisFusion [4] also fuses
features with an RNN, but takes visibility into account and
sparsifies voxels to improve efficiency. On the contrary,
VoRTX [1] fuses all views jointly using a transformer model.
Another transformer-based model, TransformerFusion [5],
attends to the image features, and uses the attention maps to
select frames during the inference.

2.2. Using Normals for 3D Reconstruction

Using surface normals for 3D reconstruction has been ac-
tively investigated over the past years. VolSDF [6] and
NeUS [7] minimize photometric loss and constraint SDF with
the eikonal loss, encouraging SDF normals to have a norm
of 1. NeurIS [8] regularizes rendered normals with the nor-
mals predicted by a trainable method, and filters constraints
by multi-view photometric consistency between normals and
depths. NeuralRoom [9] also uses a normal estimation net-
work, and applies normal loss for textureless regions, where
photometric loss fails due to shape-radiance ambiguity. Un-
like NeurIS and NeuralRoom, we acquire normals directly
from the predicted TSDF. Moreover, all the models men-
tioned are implicit: they are trained for each given scene,
hence hardly scalable. Models with FAWN, once trained, can
be simply and quickly inferred on any scene.

2.3. Using Semantics for 3D Reconstruction

Various ways of utilizing semantics for 3D reconstruction
have also been considered. SceneCode [10] obtains a seman-
tic representation with VAE conditioned on an RGB image,
and fuses semantic labels by jointly optimizing latent codes of

Deviation of floor normals from the vertical direction and
walls normals from the horizontal direction

Fig. 2: We verify FAWN assumption on ScanNet. Due to
imperfect ground truth scans, floor and walls normals deviate
from the vertical and horizontal direction, yet the median de-
viation should be minor. In fact, the median angle between
floor normals and the vertical direction is within 5.1◦, while
the median angle between walls normals and the horizontal
direction is within 6.3◦ for 90% of scenes.

overlapping images. Numerous methods [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]
recognize objects and replace them with CAD models: while
providing visually plausible results, this is hardly restoring
a real scene, but creating a 3D model more or less resem-
bling it. On the contrary, we aim to reconstruct the actual
scene. Implicit Manhattan-SDF [16] also combines surface
normals and semantics for 3D reconstruction, forcing floor
and walls normals to be collinear with three dominant di-
rections. Compared to the Manhattan assumption, FAWN
assumption is less restrictive and relevant for a wider range
of real scenes. Semantic information is given as 2D semantic
maps, predicted with an off-the-shelf DeepLabV3+ model.
On the contrary, FAWN does not rely on auxiliary models
and is trained end-to-end to predict 3D semantics directly.
Atlas [2] fuses features into a single feature volume and also
has a semantic head, but it actually aims at identifying seman-
tics, while FAWN treats semantics as an additional source of
spatial information; a guidance rather than a target.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

Our key contribution is aligning normals for floor and walls
surfaces. Prior to the alignment, we need to segment a floor
and walls in a scene; to this end, we train a semantic head
that addresses a 3D semantic segmentation task. Below, we
describe this semantic head, its training protocol, and floor-
and-walls-normal (FAWN) losses.

3.1. Auxiliary Semantic Head

The semantic head is a decoder part of a 3D sparse U-Net-
like [17] CNN, that branches off from the backbone. It con-
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Fig. 3: Training procedure of a FAWN-modified method, with baseline components of the pipeline and FAWN add-ons
specified. A set of RGB images with camera poses are first processed with a backbone. The extracted features are passed
to a baseline TSDF head and FAWN auxiliary semantic head, that detects walls and floor. The semantic head is guided with
a semantic loss Łsem during the training, while the TSDF head is trained to minimize baseline-specific TSDF losses ŁT SDF .
Surface normals are derived from the predicted TSDF as first-order gradients, and are used to regularize geometry via normal
losses Łnorm. Our key novelty is in combining normals and semantics in ŁFAWN : surface normals in walls regions are penalized
for deviation from the horizontal direction, while the constraints imposed on floor normals force them to be vertical. As a result,
the floor and walls in a reconstructed scene become more smooth and planar, and holes get filled with planar segments.

sists of two 3D sparse convolutional modules. Each module
comprises a sparse 3D convolution, followed by batch nor-
malization and two residual 3D convolutional blocks. Our se-
mantic head outputs 3D semantics in a form of a spatial map
with three channels, each corresponding to a single semantic
category: walls, floor, and other.

3.2. Training

We train the semantic head on SCANNET point clouds anno-
tated with per-point semantic labels. Original SCANNET cat-
egories floor and carpet are remapped into the floor category,
while wall, window, door, picture, and whiteboard comprise
the walls category. All points, considered belonging neither
to walls nor floor categories, fell under the other category. We
do not consider a separate ceiling category, since there are too
few ceiling points in SCANNET scans due to the capturing
process; yet we assume our method can be easily extended to
handle ceiling in the same way as floor.

The training is performed in two stages. At the first stage,
the main model that predicts TSDF is trained jointly with the
semantic head, that learns to divide points into three cate-
gories guided by semantic losses. We do not penalize scene
geometry during the first epochs so that the entire training
procedure does not get disrupted by early erroneous esti-
mates. In the second stage, we add losses on surface normals
and proceed with a joint prediction of the scene geometry and
semantics. Surface normals are derived from an estimated
TSDF as the first-order gradients. Just as image gradients
are computed in the 2D case [18] with a 2D convolution, we

implement normal estimation via a frozen 3D convolution,
which can be easily incorporated into a trainable pipeline.
Note, that it does not cause a computational overhead, since
the scene surface is not derived during the optimization.

3.3. Losses

For each baseline, we apply TSDF losses ŁT SDF used in the
original training procedures. Besides, wrong semantic predic-
tions are penalized with the standard cross-entropy loss Łsem.

Additionally, we use losses based on surface normals in
the second stage of training. First, we introduce floor-and-
walls-normal, or FAWN, regularization that considers both
surface normals and 3D semantics. Generally speaking, we
encourage walls to be vertical, and a floor to be horizontal.

Let us denote a set of 3D points classified as floor as F ,
and walls as W . We project each floor normal (nx,ny,nz) onto
the horizontal plane, getting (nx,ny) and penalize the length
of such projections:

Ł f loor =
1

|F | ∑
p∈F

∥(nx(p),ny(p))∥2. (1)

Similarly, the wall normals are projected onto the vertical
axis, and the length of this projection |nz| is penalized:

Łwalls =
1

|W | ∑
p∈W

|nz(p)|, (2)

eventually, our floor-and-walls-normal loss is formulated as:

ŁFAWN = Łwalls +Ł f loor. (3)



Ground truth scan Atlas [2] NeuralRecon [3] VoRTX [1] VisFusion [4]

Predicted 3D semantics Atlas+FAWN NeuralRecon+FAWN VoRTX+FAWN VisFusion+FAWN
(walls, floor, other)

Fig. 4: 3D reconstructions of a SCANNET scene obtained with baseline methods and their FAWN-modified versions.

Table 1: Reconstruction quality FAWN on SCANNET and TUM RGB-D. The best scores are bold.

Method
ScanNet TUM RGB-D

Acc↓ Comp↓ Prec↑ Rec↑ F-score↑ Cover↑ Acc↓ Comp↓ Prec↑ Rec↑ F-score↑ Cover↑
[cm] [cm] [%] [%] [%] [%] [cm] [cm] [%] [%] [%] [%]

Ground truth - - - - - 94.6 - - - - - 72.8

Atlas [2] 6.8 9.8 64.0 53.9 58.3 99.9 19.7 6.6 43.9 56.9 48.4 99.9
Atlas + FAWN 6.3 8.5 67.0 57.8 61.9 99.9 17.3 6.3 47.0 58.7 50.9 100.0

NeuralRecon [3] 4.9 13.3 69.1 46.1 55.1 89.9 9.5 10.0 45.5 35.6 39.8 76.0
NeuralRecon + FAWN 4.9 12.6 70.3 49.2 57.7 90.9 7.6 9.9 48.2 39.5 43.1 81.0

VoRTX [1] 5.4 9.0 70.8 58.8 64.1 96.2 19.2 5.3 48.5 65.1 54.3 91.3
VoRTX + FAWN 5.0 8.2 72.7 61.7 66.6 96.4 19.0 5.3 49.5 65.8 55.1 93.0

VisFusion [4] 5.0 10.0 70.3 53.9 60.8 92.4 18.6 7.1 43.5 48.0 45.0 86.1
VisFusion + FAWN 4.8 9.6 70.9 54.3 61.4 94.7 18.7 6.6 48.4 54.4 50.4 87.9

Besides, we exploit conventional normal losses. We extract
ground truth normals from a ground truth TSDF represen-
tation and penalize the divergence between predicted and
ground truth normals using both cosine and Euclidean dis-
tances, as in [19]. These reference-based losses are comple-
mented with a non-reference eikonal loss [20]. We use a sum
of three losses for training, denoted as Łnorm for brevity.

Overall, we aim to minimize the following total loss:

Ł = ŁT SDF +λsemŁsem +λnormŁnorm +λFAWNŁFAWN , (4)

where λsem, λnorm, and λFAWN denote weights of loss terms.

3.4. Inference

The trained model may be inferred on any indoor scene, no
matter the presence of a floor and walls, as no extra assump-
tions are made on the scene structure. Moreover, neither

ground truth nor predicted 3D semantics is required: 3D se-
mantics serves for training only as an extra guidance for a
TSDF-predicting model. Overall, FAWN does not impose
any additional limitations on a usage scenario.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Baselines

First, we compare FAWN with a way of using semantics pro-
posed in Atlas [2]. We do not modify the original Atlas se-
mantic head, but train it with our training protocol and losses.

Besides, we incorporate FAWN into several state-of-the-
art open-source reproducible TSDF reconstruction methods to
prove it to be beneficial for various fusion approaches. RNN-
based NeuralRecon [3] directly reconstructs local surfaces as
multiple sparse TSDFs, and fuses them with an RNN module.



Table 2: Reconstruction quality FAWN on ICL-NUIM and 7SCENES. The best scores are bold.

Method
ICL-NUIM 7Scenes

Acc↓ Comp↓ Prec↑ Recall↑ F-score↑ Cover↑ Acc↓ Comp↓ Prec↑ Recall↑ F-score↑ Cover↑
[cm] [cm] [%] [%] [%] [%] [cm] [cm] [%] [%] [%] [%]

Ground truth - - - - - 96.1 - - - - - 97.8

Atlas [2] 17.5 31.4 28.0 19.4 22.9 100.0 13.9 27.8 32.0 24.2 27.2 99.7
Atlas + FAWN 17.4 37.7 28.0 20.2 23.4 100.0 12.9 28.4 33.8 24.9 28.4 99.7

NeuralRecon [3] 21.5 103.1 21.4 3.6 5.8 68.5 10.6 60.3 36.5 11.4 16.7 66.2
NeuralRecon + FAWN 15.5 48.7 31.6 13.7 19.1 71.9 10.5 48.3 37.5 15.1 20.9 78.5

VoRTX [1] 10.2 14.6 44.9 37.5 40.8 92.2 11.8 29.8 33.1 22.7 26.6 93.3
VoRTX + FAWN 9.8 22.3 48.2 36.9 41.7 92.5 11.7 29.3 33.6 23.1 27.1 96.4

VisFusion [4] 25.1 34.9 19.5 20.0 20.3 74.7 15.7 39.5 27.6 16.1 20.0 75.7
VisFusion + FAWN 14.7 29.6 27.1 33.8 29.9 79.5 13.9 39.0 31.5 18.0 22.5 78.5

Transformer-based VoRTX [1] tackles multi-view feature fu-
sion by retaining fine details by camera-conditioned fusion
and handling occlusions by estimating an initial scene geom-
etry. State-of-the-art online VisFusion [4] fuses features lo-
cally by trainable visibility-aware aggregation, and then glob-
ally via recurrent units, and achieves real-time performance
by ray-based voxel sparsification.

4.2. Datasets

We train our method on SCANNET [21], which contains 1613
indoor scenes with ground-truth camera poses, 3D recon-
structions, and semantic segmentation labels. Overall, there
are 2.5M RGB-D frames acquired in 707 distinct spaces.
We adopt the standard splits and report results for the test
subset. We also evaluate on TUM RGB-D [22], a long-
standing RGB-D SLAM benchmark. Finally, we report the
results for ICL-NUIM [23], a small-scale RGB-D recon-
struction benchmark with eight scenes rendered in a synthetic
framework, and 7-Scenes [24], a small yet challenging indoor
RGB-D dataset comprising 7 real-world indoor spaces.

4.3. Evaluation Protocol

We follow VoRTX [1] evaluation protocol for quantitative
comparison. Ground truth depth maps are rendered from the
ground truth mesh w.r.t. the corresponding camera poses.
Similarly, estimated depth maps are rendered from the esti-
mated mesh, masked in regions where ground truth depth is
invalid, and integrated into a predicted TSDF volume. The
reconstruction quality is assessed with the standard reference-
based metrics [2] by comparing the mesh obtained from
masked estimated depths with the ground truth mesh.

Yet, by applying masks, we ignore the scene parts miss-
ing in a ground truth scan. Evantually, our key benefits are not
reflected in metric values. So, to highlight the superior com-

pleteness of the reconstructed scene, we formulate the novel
coverage score. To measure coverage, we render the recon-
structed scene w.r.t. camera poses, frame by frame, and report
an average percentage of valid pixels in such rendered images.
Higher coverage values indicate a more complete reconstruc-
tion; nevertheless, coverage score should not be used solely,
but combined with the reconstruction quality metrics.

4.4. Implementation Details

Our semantic head is trained from scratch jointly with the
baseline model. We set λsem = 10−1, λnorm = 10−4, λFAWN =
10−3. Other training settings are unchanged. All experiments
are conducted using a single NVIDIA Tesla P40 GPU.

5. RESULTS

5.1. Comparison to Prior Work

The reconstruction metrics on SCANNET, TUM RGB-D,
ICL-NUIM, and 7SCENES benchmarks are gathered in
Table 1 and Table 2. FAWN consistently improves the re-
construction quality and completeness of all the baseline
approaches on all the benchmarks. Atlas is designed to en-
sure high completeness, so the coverage scores of the original
method are already close to 100. However, as we mention
before, coverage is complementary to the standard recon-
struction quality measures and should not be used separately
but in combination with other metrics.

The scenes from SCANNET and 7SCENES, reconstructed
by baseline and modified approaches are depicted in Fig. 4
and Fig. 5. We visualize 3D semantics to mark floor and
walls areas where FAWN regularization is applied. Opposite
to baselines, FAWN encourages walls and floor to be smooth
and planar, resulting in more accurate reconstructions.



Ground truth scan Atlas [2] NeuralRecon [3] VoRTX [1] VisFusion [4]
Coverage: 97.2 Coverage: 100.0 Coverage: 29.0 Coverage: 96.0 Coverage: 56.8

Predicted 3D semantics Atlas+FAWN: NeuralRecon+FAWN VoRTX+FAWN VisFusion+FAWN
(walls, floor, other) Coverage: 100.0 Coverage: 47.6 Coverage: 96.6 Coverage: 59.7

Fig. 5: 3D scans of a 7SCENES scene reconstructed with and without FAWN. We report coverage to provide visual intuition:
evidently, the higher the coverage score, the fewer and smaller are gaps in the reconstructed scans. The lowest score of 29.0 is
obtained with the original NeuralRecon, that reconstructs only a small part of a scan. Atlas yields scans of a full coverage, but
too coarse and over-smoothed, which is reflected in values of other metrics. VisFusion has a coverage of 56.8, and the scan is
obviously incomplete. VoRTX provides an almost full coverage with the best reconstruction quality.

Table 3: Reconstruction quality obtained with various loss
terms on SCANNET. We use ŁFAWN + Łsem + Łnorm as the
default loss in FAWN.

Method Acc↓ Comp↓ Prec↑ Rec↑ F-score↑
[cm] [cm] [%] [%] [%]

VoRTX [1] 5.4 9.0 70.8 58.8 64.1
+Łsem 5.1 9.1 71.0 58.7 64.1
+Łnorm 5.2 9.2 71.3 58.8 64.3
+ŁFAWN 5.1 8.6 70.7 59.3 64.4
+ŁFAWN +Łsem 5.0 8.5 72.6 61.1 66.2
+ŁFAWN +Łsem+ 5.0 8.2 72.7 61.7 66.6

+Łnorm

5.2. Ablation Studies

We analyze the effect of each loss term on the reconstruction
quality. We use VoRTX, since the performance gain is the
most evident, so the effect of FAWN can be studied in details.

As can be observed in Table 3, just a joint training of
TSDF and semantics (Łsem) does not have a significant effect
on reconstruction quality. This is expected, since the tasks are
basically not related. FAWN establishes a correspondence be-
tween normals and semantics (ŁFAWN +Łsem), that results in
a notable improvement. Łnorm solely has a minor effect on
performance, yet brings the most significant gain when com-
bined with ŁFAWN and Łsem. Accordingly, we use the most
beneficial combination of ŁFAWN +Łsem +Łnorm by default.

An interesting outcome is that FAWN with a trained se-
mantic head (ŁFAWN + Łsem) outperforms the modification
with a ground truth semantic guidance (ŁFAWN only). We
attribute this to the joint training of semantic and geometry
models. Predicted scene surfaces may deviate from ground
truth during training, so using ground truth walls and floor as
a guidance, we might target wrong normals. At the same time,
FAWN derives semantics and TSDF using the same backbone
features, which makes these two outputs consistent.

6. CONCLUSION

We presented FAWN, a modification of direct scene recon-
struction methods, which considers the typical scene struc-
ture. Specifically, our modification determines walls and floor
in a scene during training, and penalizes the corresponding
surface normals for divergence from horizontal and vertical
directions, respectively. This add-on not only eliminates sur-
face malformations, such as pits and hills, but also closes the
gaps in floor and walls. Implemented as a 3D sparse convo-
lutional module, FAWN can be incorporated into an arbitrary
trainable pipeline that outputs TSDF, and be trained end-to-
end on 3D semantic point clouds. During inference, 3D se-
mantics is not needed, no extra assumptions are made, and no
computational overhead is brought, so FAWN does not limit
usage scenarios. We showed that FAWN improves over exist-
ing ways of considering 3D semantics, and is also beneficial
for state-of-the-art TSDF reconstruction methods.
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